
 

3 Ways to Create a Virtual Watercooler for Your 

Remote Team 

One of the most frequent concerns we hear from leaders and teams (where remote-work is 

the foreseeable norm) is the lack of a virtual watercooler. That metaphorical place where 

people exchange ideas, build connections, and spontaneous innovation thrives. 

The informal exchange of ideas is critical for innovation and building relationships. 

Fortunately, you can create spaces and interactions that simulate or improve upon the 

accidental connections that happen when you’re in the same building. 

But it does require different ways of thinking and interacting. 

As you’re thinking about how to re-create these interactions, it may be helpful to reflect on 

why watercoolers have become shorthand for these dynamics. The prosaic watercooler 

wasn’t designed as a place for team members to build relationships and share ideas. 

 

But it works. Well. 

Why? One reason is that it feels easy … no pressure … just chatting. 

It’s the same reason people tell us the best conversations that happen at conferences 

happen during the coffee breaks. 

So, how can you bring people together to cultivate spontaneous connections and new 

ideas? 

 

3 Ways to Create that Virtual Watercooler 

1. Create a standing “watercooler room.” 
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One of the most straightforward ways to re-create that gathering space is to build an online 

version. A Zoom or Teams video meeting that stays open, where people can drop in to say 

hi, take breaks, and talk about whatever they want. 

To get people used to its availability, it may help to have a natural reason people would 

want to stop by. Perhaps a different daily resource, fun prompt, or shared activity or 

whiteboard. 

Standing “break room” Slack or Teams channels can also play this role. We’ve seen 

organizations create dedicated spaces for work-related free-form discussions as well as 

personal topics like exchanging recipes, following sports, and many more. 

 

2. Use quick parallel conversations 

We’ve been inspired by teams around the world who come together quickly to solve 

problems, get creative, riff on ideas, and chart strategic action–in minutes, not days. 

The secret to this rapid creativity and strategic problem-solving? 

Breakout rooms. 

There are so many ways to use the power of breakout rooms for fast parallel thinking. 

You can seed the conversation with one meaningful, specific “How can we?” question and 

have each room address it – or give each room a different question or aspect of the 

challenge ahead. Or hold a quick standup meeting where people address one current 

challenge, then design a rapid-breakout session to address solutions for the three most 

common issues. 

Create groups of 4-6 people, create a time limit that feels slightly too short, and get out of the 

way to let people engage with one another. The secret is to make these conversations 

relevant and fast. The best result is if one group says, “let’s keep talking” and then does. 

 

3. Get personal with meaningful prompts. 

It is possible to build and nurture human relationships remotely. We know because we’ve 

done it with clients and friends around the world. Whether you’re starting a business meeting 

with human connection or facilitating a virtual social hour, how can you be intentional and 

increase everyone’s understanding of one another? 



The key is to use meaningful prompts. You might introduce the process with easier topics like 

hobbies, but over time, move to more meaningful conversations. 

One of our favorites is “What are you most proud of?”–either in life, work, or any other aspect 

of life. This gives everyone quick insight into a person in a way that’s safe and not too 

vulnerable. 

We’ve also worked with teams who have used questions like “What has been your source of 

strength or inspiration over the past months?” “Can you show us a picture or object 

associated with your source of strength and inspiration?” 

 

Your Turn 

We’d love to hear from you. What are the most effective ways you’ve seen remote teams 

rebuild informal gatherings? 
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